Normal tissue reactions in the British Institute of Radiology Study of 3 fractions per week versus 5 fractions per week in the treatment of carcinoma of the laryngo-pharynx by radiotherapy.
The radiobiological data obtained from a multicentre clinical trial of the British Institute of Radiology, which compared the treatment of carcinoma of the laryngo-pharynx by 3 fractions per week (3F/wk) with 5 fractions per week (5F/wk) radiotherapy, have been studied. The trial involved an intake of 734 patients between 1966 and 1975. The number of fractions, overall treatment time and total doses used by different treatment centres ranges from 9 to 40 fractions, 18 to 70 days and 3880 to 7800 cGy, respectively. An 11-13% reduction in the total radiation dose was applied for treatments with 3F/wk as compared with 5F/wk in centres treating over 6 weeks and 3 weeks, respectively. All patients were followed for 10 years from the start of treatment. Different types of early and late normal-tissue reactions were investigated, ranging from a low percentage incidence of perichondritis to 95% for slight early reactions. Greater than 80% of the late normal-tissue reactions seen were observed within the first year after the start of treatment, and 96% were observed within the first 5 years. There was no statistically significant difference in the normal-tissue event-free rates between the 3F/wk and 5F/wk treatment groups. This finding did not differ when different major treatment centres were studied separately. For a number of end-points, alpha/beta ratios and N- and T-exponents of a modified nominal standard dose (NSD) formula have been calculated.